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house/window

the house with the light burns all night. it seems to be empty: she

never hears or sees anyone coming in or out of the door. she never

sees anyone through the window—not even a flicker of movement.

but every night the light is on and it stays on. the curtain is drawn so

she has no idea of the occupants. but one day she notices that the

blinds are up and the window open. she is looking onto a large bed

with bright red cushions. that is the first and last she sees of the room.

she hears months later that the husband had died. had this been the

day, she wonders, when the room had momentarily opened out onto

the world, when it had suddenly acquired dimension and the outline

of narrative? when the bed, emblem of conjugal life, had suddenly

become an immense reservoir of emptiness, of surplus or suspended

happiness, and of intricate detail—layers of linen, stitched quilt,

damask bedspread and embroidered cushions—all plumped up, airy

and light with memory, floating and lifted then settled again; folded,

unfolded and refolded every day, lovingly, bitterly, ineluctably. just as

now she is folded into that room, watching from the window to

glimpse, momentarily, the bright elaboration of the illuminated

interior.

——————————

strangeness, magic, writing
ANNE BREWSTER
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If asked my impressions of The Great Gatsby based on that afternoon I would have used

words like ‘golden’, ‘fading’, ‘browns bleeding into amber’. I would have said

‘undercurrents’, ‘dreamy’, ‘lost’, ‘empty’, ‘hollow’. I could probably have hummed some

haunting melody; perhaps, even at that age, I might have understood the yearning, but

intellectually I did not have the capacity to see Jay Gatsby as a symbol of an America

fading from one deluded incarnation to another. Yet, just as stills capture fleeting

moments from otherwise constantly moving images, I could have experienced an

‘interpretive feeling’ disassociated from meaning or language, but one that occurs

as a result of having listened, not as a conscious act, but as an act of surrender

and abandonment.

Abandoning abandonment

Later, studying American literature at university I was unable to front up to exams in such

a state of abandonment. There were questions to be explored and answered, exams to

pass. Already gathering bad undergraduate habits of reading someone else’s interpretation

of texts, and becoming the sort of idle, intransitive, consumerist reader that Barthes

described, I took control of my reading rather than abandoning myself to it. In the

utilitarian approach to education that the university seemed to encourage—get ’em in, get

’em out—I became the worst sort of literary imperialist; that is, once I had ‘conquered’ the

text, I no longer allowed it any potential to grow, change or find its own identity beyond

the one I first gave it (by the necessity of having to read and interpret it for an exam).

Inevitably, I wouldn’t even bother to read the damn thing. Just send in my paid lackeys

(‘reader friendly’ interpretations purchased, with student discount, at the Union

Bookshop) and let them do all the hard work for me.

I didn’t stay long in the system, eventually dropping out to travel and study music,

perhaps in the hope that if I stopped reading so fast and so furiously I might learn how to

really listen again. Listening, as I discovered later, was not a passive but an active thing,

demanding concentration and attention. It was, however, a long time before I listened the

way I did that afternoon I first heard The Great Gatsby. Words echoed into acoustic space

to be soaked up, it seemed, into the pores of my skin and felt as organic, physical entities,

as visceral and electric as music, which is as disassociated from literal meaning as Barthes’s

‘third meaning’.

The bifurcation point

In his work, the Nobel prize–winning scientist Ilya Prigogene identified what he called

‘open systems’—systems that are able to exchange energy and matter with their

environment. His work on open systems, which has been applied to everything from a

—
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it is as if the relations of the outside[,] folded back to create a

doubling, allow a relation to oneself to emerge, and constitute an

inside.

deleuze

——————————

absence/writing

you have gone. your absence wakes me. writing wakes me. brings me

to myself. an ‘i’ is created in the act of wanting to touch you. writing

touches another body, but lightly. the marks on the page are only

strokes, marking where i have been. they do not solidify the other,

although you are present. i brush against that presence, palpating

it; it is the warmth in my chest, the sparks down my arms, the

galvanising of my hand, the precise pulse. for a moment, feeling

and action flow and something else is created: a sound, heat, a mark.

this is the space where i moved out of myself to meet you. perhaps

you were or will be here, perhaps not. it is of no consequence. but

when i fall back into myself i fold you back with me, touched lightly,

felt. this is the space of connective tissue, the membrane of the self,

the seam along which the self is exposed. the sentence is a scar, the

line along which the self is opened out and, brushing the other, folded

back on itself.

——————————

breathless

the black night is as dense as distance but as i sit here i know you will

be sitting under the same moon, and even if it is a later moon it will

still be burning and everything is possible. the black air is saturated

with dream. the body is a sieve through which the world flows and i

am electric. every phone, every plane, every radio, every email, every

satellite, every thought, every breath, every memory, every smile, every

word, every hair, every blink, every pulse, every turn away, every turn

towards, every moment observed in secret, every gaze held, every

downward glance, every small return of tenderness, every awkward

silence, every angry frown, every ribbon of laughter, every exuberant
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and woman staring loosely into the camera, lounging

easily into each other, on tennis courts, in dance halls,

bars and plush drawing rooms, with what I would later

recognise as the casual physicality that comes from

money, alcohol, sex and drugs. The memory of these

black-and-white photos of an American world far removed from the bleakly Russian

realms of Eisenstein leads me back again to Barthes.

Back to barthes

Here it is possible to encounter again the musical meaning, which Barthes describes as

‘greater than the pure, upright, perpendicular of the narrative’, opening

up the field of meaning ‘infinitely’. Extending ‘outside culture, knowledge, information’,9

it is the almost untranslatable feeling of interpretation that I embrace as the alchemical,

magical aspect of narrative, which can only be arrived at through ‘the art of listening’. What

Barthes refers to as ‘the infinity of language’ I will reinterpret as ‘the possibilities of

resonance’, the subtle vibrations that exist beyond what is immediately comprehensible

and analysable in language that is not just read but listened to. This listening happens in

such a way that the aural opens up into the visual, which, in turn, opens up into a higher

sort of listening, like a fractal that forms and reforms itself in a perfect open system.

And so the photographs, which my father used to illustrate Fitzgerald’s poetic narrative

and the carnival-ish aspect of the music hall songs played by my mother, opened up

another field of meaning, beyond the sound to another meaning, to the image, to another

sound and then finally, as Barthes would have it, to ‘infinity’.

Left: The writer, her two sisters,
Cathie and Janice, and her mother
Joan Neil (nee Cottrell).
Right: Prize-winning singer Joan
Cottrell, before she married my father.
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expulsion of breath, every pause of contentment, every fearful shrug,

every warm flood of relief, every sob, every sharp lift of the shoulders,

every word that coils and recoils, surges, entwines, twists, pulls and

turns me round and round you, brings me back here to you where

you will always be with me in me and out of me far away very far away

but also here making me alive again.

——————————

perspectives must be fashioned that displace and estrange the world,

reveal it to be with its rifts, crevices, as indigent and distorted … to

gain such perspectives without velleity or violence, entirely from felt

contact with its objects—this alone is the task of thought.

adorno

——————————

stones

the way stones on the beach are so different to one another. their small

particularities—their curves, their mottled shades which become more

complex the longer you look. their indefinite forms which assume the

outline of a boomerang, a coin in your hand. their smooth, buffed feel

as soft as skin. the way they breathe under your touch like skin. the

way they are translucent and firm, solid and light, dense and

indeterminate. a stone is a bubble, water standing very still, thinking

wound round on itself, a wish biding its time, something you can only

guess at.

——————————

traffic

there’s something vaguely comforting about traffic. you’re in the stream

of life rather than at either the point of departure or arrival, which

are, after all, only incidental. one part of your mind is on the radio,

the tender wail of new orleans zydeco and the chatty, ruminative voice

of the disc jockey, the other on the cars around you and their attentive

yet day-dreaming occupants who drum their fingers along the door

of their cars, glance at the trees dipping in the wind, the pigeons
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The possibilities of resonance

In this writing I am drawn back again and again to Barthes’s dissection of the Eisenstein

stills. There is something compelling about the sequence of black-and-white scenes he

uses to illustrate his text. It reminds me of the first time I saw Battleship Potemkin at a

student film festival in Melbourne. Riveted by the montages of slaughter and suffering, we

realised that this was a silent film that rendered us silent and then made us listen. Listen

for what? Battleship Potemkin covered known historical facts as well as being a great and

pioneering piece of cinema. Did we listen for these things? No, our brains were already

crammed with our knowledge of Eisenstein and the place his film occupies in history.

What we listened for, what we heard, was what the experience of the film compelled us

to—to lay our interpretive minds blank, to become fresh to the experience of seeing the

film, to become open to the tiny details in what I will call (as others have) a work of art, to

take in, without even realising it at the time, the inarticulate obtuse meaning, which is, in

Barthes words, ‘indifferent to the story and its obvious meaning’,8 but which opens up to

what I will call the infinite possibilities of resonance. This resonance becomes possible

through the art of listening, a phrase which I will interpret as meaning an ability to let

oneself become, as a musician does, the bamboo flute, or, as an artist does, the blank

canvas through which sound, image and meaning can flow; to become, as reader, the

empty page on which the writer marks his/her words.

The great singing gatsby

This is first illustrated for me one afternoon as I sit in the Brisbane Grammar School

auditorium listening to my father and mother deliver a musical lecture on The Great

Gatsby. I am fourteen and I haven’t yet read the famous Fitzgerald novel. That afternoon I

hear my father read extracts from the book interspersed with oral stories from the

twenties: strange tales of speak-easies, flappers, goodtime gals and their dreamy beaus,

twilight characters standing in a corridor of what seemed like magical time. A few golden

years of innocence wedged between the dual catastrophic realities of the century’s Great

War and Great Depression. The aural experience of hearing the words of known and

unknown writers delivered in dad’s measured tones was inter-cut with mum singing

famous songs from the twenties, Gatsby’s songs, my father announced, with titles like

‘Ain’t We Got Fun!’, ‘Yes, We Have No Bananas!’, and ‘I’ll be loving you always’.

I don’t know whether the sensuousness of this memory has something to do with the

proximity of my fourteen-year-old body to an auditorium full of teenage boys, or whether

the ache inside Fitzgerald’s prose was in some strange way arousing. It could have been

the slides my father used to illustrate his narratives, black-and-white photographs of men

—
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gliding between houses, a girl struggling with a large eager black dog

on a lead. all the while the drivers’ attentions are knitted together,

pulling along ahead of them—one road, one movement, one

purpose—in the middle of conversations, of plans, of exchange; in

the middle of a song, an argument in the car next to you, a scene where

a couple meet and embrace on the footpath; in the middle of the day

where the late afternoon sun slices the terrace houses perfectly across

the diagonal; in the middle of friday where your thoughts constantly

pick up speed, then switch, pause and float; in the middle of your life,

wanting more and giving up what you are. you are both captured and

dispersed in the long winding rifts of the zydeco, the micro-families

engaged in their micro-narratives, the suburb with its branching streets

and shops at intersections. you are both connected and disconnected,

caught up and released, wandering. you are outside and inside, astride

and adrift. the wisdom of plants, the rhizome something else; entirely

oriented and detachable. includes forgetting, this kind of nervous,

temporal and collective. traffic, starting anywhere, neither beginning

nor end, banks and picks up speed in the middle.

——————————

a transformative relationship between stone, human body and animal

is set up which is flickering in perception.

muecke

——————————

stronger extra strong/the exact change

the house has no inside. flashing lights, shopfronts, motorists,

pedestrians and cathedral spires inhabit every room, bright and soft.

i sidestep the traffic at every turn. on the table the ‘stronger extra strong

mints’. i am a sequence of gestures: i move my hand across the page,

i pick up my bags. there will always be too much and not enough to

say. we are coming and going and there will always be room for extra.

the house spills everything—light, bodies—into each other. it is too

much. walking down a street is like thinking of a song. it’s always there

but absent. we are a series of repetitions, opening and closing. the city
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Mother you know the story …

he has betrayed me

and now I stand here

with the results of his love,

a baby abandoned to its fate

and me, alas, I have not the strength to go on …

not the strength to go on,

now that I know he is with Lola.6

There were also Schubert’s settings of The Erlking, The Trout and Gretchen at the Spinning

Wheel, with which she used to transfix us as she swept up the remnants of dinner off the

floor while we huddled in the corner in terror at the thought of the Erlking himself, which

from the descriptive power of Schubert’s music conjured up a vision of imminent terror,

coming to haunt our nightly dreams. There were, as well, some of the seminal musical

comedy numbers from the American stage, stories, in the tradition of ancient Roman and

Grecian myths, with built-in instructive morals, from which we learnt such vital

information as ‘you can’t get a man with a gun’, ‘the farmer and the cowman should be

friends’, as well as:

you say potato, I say potarto,

you say tomato, I say tomarto,

potato, potarto, tomato, tomarto,

let’s call the whole thing off.7

Left: The writer’s father, Ben Neil, aka
Brother Benedict.
Right: Joan and Ben Neil.
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Global Noise: Rap and Hip-Hop Outside the USA, alluding to Tricia Rose’s US rap-music book,

Black Noise, aims to do much more than merely extend the reach of the study of rap and hip-

hop beyond the USA, as its subtitle might suggest.1 While acknowledging the importance

of the work of both Rose and Potter,2 this collection’s editor, Tony Mitchell contests their

respective views that rap and hip-hop are essentially expressions of African-American cul-

ture, and that all forms of rap and hip-hop derive from these origins. He argues that these

forms have become ‘a vehicle for global youth affiliations and a tool for reworking local iden-

tity all over the world’. (1–2)

Indeed, the argument goes one step further, suggesting that more exciting develop-

ments can be found in different contexts around the world:

For a sense of innovation, surprise, and musical substance in hop-hop culture and rap music,

it is becoming increasingly necessary to look outside the USA to countries such as France,

England, Germany, Italy, and Japan, where strong local currents of hip-hop indigenization

have taken place. (3)

While, at one level, local development of rap and hip-hop can still be seen in terms of appro-

priation of African-American cultural forms—and there is still a tradition of imitation—at

another, the local context in which the form evolves may engage a quite different range of

cultural, musical and linguistic forms, mobilising a politics that may include anti-globalisation

and anti-Americanism.

global noise and global englishes
ALASTAIR PENNYCOOK
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is a muscle; i am stretched, squeezed. i forget and in the same instant

i remember. this is the way i live. i used to think i could stop and start,

but stopping and starting go on for a long time and when does one

become the other? i had the exact change for the taxi. the bright

coincidental details in the world of things; not metaphors but

exchanges. these sentences, like the weather and the world of things,

unwind me. i have no inside: there is only rain and i am leaking,

through and through.

——————————

[in] the … discovery of our intrinsic difference let us know ourselves

as unconscious, altered, other, in order to better approach the universal

otherness of the strangers that we are—for only strangeness is

universal.

kristeva

——————————

strangeness

strangeness removes all guarantees: it dispatches with immortality,

affect and memory. strangeness is cosmic and intellectual. strangeness

is expansive, timeless and cool. strangeness is the intervention of

language, but it is not talking. it is the conversation you have with

yourself. it is the story of the thinking self and its estrangement.

strangeness is the evanescence of solidity. strangeness is severance,

recognition. strangeness is the disappearance of home, the

reappearance of the haunted self.

——————————

in the middle of the story

in the middle of the night, time seems to stop and you’re marooned.

into this beguiling hiatus, one could inveigle any history. how to invite

continuance, movement, to this stalled moment? to start again to keep

going, inevitably to admit the impossibility of ending, which is, after

all, only the pause between events. even this story must go on,
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eventually, and not necessarily tirelessly. there is more to come,

nudging the newly opened space, neither wholly predictable nor

unpredictable. you are at once reluctant, compelled: for a moment

you’ve imagined narrativelessness, inoperable freedom. then the cat

steps onto the bed, brushing the surface of your attention and you are

in the world again; alive for one more day.

——————————

the recursive time of the performative …

bhabha

——————————

the past/writing

in a deep sleep. in a kind of paralysis. in a dream. her head slipped

under the water but she kept on dreaming. she didn’t need oxygen.

dreaming was enough. time passed her by. she was hanging. she knew,

but not for certain. language was a ritual, obsessive in its detail and

repetition. there was never enough. it was not reducible to its content.

it was a style of living. it was a form of connection, virtual but

passionate: words touched, things happened. she travelled the city

on foot. it was a way of finding her bearings, of piecing together a

map—heard, seen, felt. occasionally she would speak to her loved

ones and those she feared. there was water everywhere. at night

mesmerising lights played on the surface. hong kong could be sydney,

which could be perth or singapore. the metropolitan combination of

light and water was the same. she was in a trance. she was talking to

herself, anticipating that someone would overhear. it was science

fiction, living in a capsule. it was strange but utterly mundane. she

read on the bus: he taught her about magic although she had never

met him. things came together as she sat up late, writing, but they

remained separate too and essentially ungovernable. one didn’t cause

the other like they do in stories or the movies. it was just that she

strung them together on the line, trying to domesticate sorrow, to rein

it in. but the lines kept floating off. she found it hard to relinquish the

fear of not being able to maintain the line moving out ahead of her;

on either side, abandonment, regret.

——————————
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Tasmanian Aborigine, Australian Institute of
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published 1984), p. 46.

9. Russell Ward, ‘Foreword’, in James Miller, Koori:
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10. See, for example, P.G. McHugh, ‘Australasian
Narratives of Constitutional Foundation’, in Klaus
Neumann, Nicholas Thomas and Hilary Ericksen

I recommend Seven Versions of an Australian Badland unreservedly. Go and get yourself a

copy, and let yourself be mesmerised and disturbed by Gibson’s tales. This is not to say

that I agree with everything he says. I am not entirely convinced by his attempt to apply the

findings of the Mitscherlichs, who wrote about the collective psyche of postwar West Ger-

many, to Australia. I also find some of Gibson’s projections too romanticising. We—those of

us interested in Australian histories and cultures—should debate Gibson’s book. It deserves

it. But let’s not get carried away here. The Trades Hall is unlikely to witness a public debate

between Gibson and a well-known academic historian. Alas, rest assured, there will be more

symposia devoted to discussing The Fabrication of Aboriginal History and its sequels. There

will be special editions of academic journals and more edited collections in which academic

historians take issue with Windschuttle’s work. And, alas, more people will come to believe

that the key issue is how to winnow the truth about the past from hard historical evidence.

——————————

KLAUS NEUMANN is an academically trained historian. He works at Swinburne University’s Institute

for Social Research. His A Doubtful Character, a piece of documentary fiction about the inventor

Wolf Klaphake, was recently broadcast on ABC Radio National.

——————————
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